
Professional Tripod PGYTECH for sports camera (Black) Ref: 6976100482326
Profesjonalny statyw PGYTECH do kamer sportowych (Czarny)

PGYTECH Professional Tripod for Action Cameras (Black)
The PGYTECH tripod is an essential accessory for anyone looking to improve the quality of their photos and videos. It's not only great for
capturing unique shots but also perfect for comfortable group selfies. Its lightweight and compact design allows you to take it with you
on every journey, and the Cold Shoe adapter makes it easy to mount additional accessories. It is compatible with various popular action
cameras, cameras, and even smartphones (smartphone holder not included).
 
Selfie Stick and Tripod in One
Need to capture a larger group of people? No problem – in an instant, you can transform the tripod into a practical selfie stick! You can
extend it up to 47 cm, easily fitting everyone in a single frame. When folded, the selfie stick takes up very little space in your backpack,
measuring only 18 cm in length. Furthermore, the ball head allows for angle adjustment within a 145° range, allowing you to experiment
with different perspectives and create more creative shots!
 
Lightweight and Portable Design
Planning  a  vacation?  Or  perhaps  a  mountain  expedition  with  friends?  Take  the  tripod  with  you  to  capture  exceptional  moments  for
longer! The tripod stands out with its lightweight, compact design, weighing only 274 g. It comes equipped with magnetic feet that allow
you to quickly and easily fold it into a small size, which is incredibly useful while traveling. The anti-slip handle provides a secure grip
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while recording.
 
Multiple Possibilities
The PGYTECH tripod features a Cold Shoe mount that enables the attachment of various accessories, such as a microphone or additional
lighting.  The  ¼”  thread  provides  wide  compatibility,  allowing  you  to  securely  attach  popular  action  cameras  with  a  maximum  load
capacity of  up to 1 kg.  Moreover,  the accessory has a dual  locking mechanism, ensuring not only stability  but also the safety of  your
equipment.
 
Included in the Package
Tripod
Adapter for action cameras
1/4” adapter
Screw
Hex key
	Manufacturer
	PGYTECH
	Model
	P-GM-218
	Color
	Black
	Material
	Aluminum Alloy + PA + GF + TPR
	Weight
	274 g
	Dimensions
	180 x 31 x 55 mm
	Maximum Load Capacity
	1 kg

Price:

€ 31.00

Photo, Video, Accessories, Accessories DJI Osmo
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